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THE nnNG ABOUT MEN'S BRAINS

Men have this other way of thinking. It's hard to comprehend this other way of thinking if
you're not a man. I know this quite well because I'm not a man and others who are not men
agree with me.

However, for the first time in over a billion years, there's good news about men's brains.

Dr. Klotz PhD, MBA, NBA, PT A, ASPCA, non-kook, etc., having done some legitimate
scientific research, asserts that men have less connective tissue between their brain
hemispheres than women.

I'm not entirely sure what this means, but I know it explains everything.

In case you're not a brain surgeon, here's a brief description of the goings on beneath your
hair and east of your high brow. The brain is divided into two parts, the left and the right and
generally looks like an aerial view ofa newborn's bottom. The left hemisphere is where
logical, analytical things happen. Men generally think they're good at using this part of their
brain. They even enjoy using this part of their brain. If this was all that men had to do in life,
they'd be good to go.

But since women exist in this world, men can't slide by with half a brain. They must deal with
the right side - a festival of emotions, creativity and communication. Ugh! Any man reading
this will no doubt hurl it away like a frisbee - thus arrogantly believing he's solved the

problem. Unfortunately, this is only a temporary solution.

According to Dr. Klotz, women's brain hemispheres are attached with millions of tiny nerve
fibers. Men's are moored with about thirteen. This means that women can hop from
hemisphere to hemisphere thus thinking, feeling, speaking and acting simultaneously. While
women have a DSL line racing the brief distance between their two hemispheres, men have
the Grand Canyon between theirs and the only serviceable mode of conveyance is mule pack.

Since I'm the first to take this affliction seriously, I've named it "Male Animalistic
Connective- Tissue Human Oddity" or MACHO for short. I believe MACHO clearly explains
why men appear to be a cross between an orangutan and a newt when it comes to

c understanding feely, emotional, communicative things and everything else that matters.

The discovery of MACHO completely changes the way men should be regarded in society.
Men should no longer be viewed as dumb court jesters or U.S. politician types but as having
an actual affliction from birth. Therefore~ they should have their own non-profit web site and
a TV Marathon with a top name celebrity airing once a year during a long holiday weekend.
Drug companies should spend seven times the national deficit to research a cure.

So the next time a male in your vicinity opens his mouth, just remember, inside the beast is a
decent guy, whose biggest defect is the faulty wiring between his two brain hemispheres that~
as Dr. Klotz points out, he unwittingly inherited from his forefathers.
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